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Introduction

This  report  should  describe  some  specifics  of  our  implementation  of  the  visualization 
assignment. There is usually not much to write about, because we proceeded “by book”, so we are 
describing only some specific things, which cannot be seen on the first sight.

We were trying to keep the source code clean and readable to encourage team work, as this 
assignment was made in pairs. Functionality is usually separated into different files and we used 
Subversion for tracking the changes and to cope with possible conflicts, which did not appear in the 
end. Methods and attributes in header files are usually commented, so it should be easy to follow 
the code. As the code is provided with this report, we did not include too much details in the report, 
because we hope that the details can be easily found in the source code. Generated documentation 
for the code can be found on the supplied CD.

The  separation  of  functionality  helped  us  a  lot  (but  the  problem was  that  mostly  at  the 
beginning, we had no insight to the topic and we hadn't got the overall picture of the application in 
our head so it was hard to decide which parts to write as general and which parts only as specific). 
For example the colour mapping is used in almost every step and it was implemented only once and 
used in other steps easily. Also the bilinear interpolation is used in more steps, so we placed it 
separately, which makes the source code more readable and robust.

There was also a possibility to choose from the two variants of the assignment. At the point of 
choice (before the step 4) we chose to follow the path displayed on the right side of the picture from 
the  exercise  description.  This  choice  has  been made according to  some “googled”  information 
(descriptions of the techniques and the pictures) about the possible assignment steps. The bonus 
step was not implemented because of the time-related problems with the works for other subjects.
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Step 1 – Skeleton Compilation

In the first step of the assignment we created a basic application that laid the basis for all the 
other steps that are built on top of it.

Making the provided skeletal  code working was not so big problem (problems were only 
technical – some missing includes needed in our programming environment etc.) but according to 
the demonstration of some older assignment on the lecture, we knew that it will be necessary to 
implement some GUI to be able to control the application in user-friendly way. So after completing 
the instructions from the assignment, we decided to do some more work that helped us a lot in the 
future steps.

We went through some GUI libraries freely available on the web, chose the one that best 
fitted our needs and got rid of the GLUT visualization framework used in the skeletal application. 
As the part of this work we also decided to move away from the pure C language and to use some 
C++ features such as OO programming. This helped us a lot while working in a group.

At this step we also did some decisions for the design of the GUI. These decisions were made 
mostly according to the ideas used in programs presented on the lecture and found on the internet. 
All the functionality is accessible through the single main window. On the left side of the window, 
there is a current visualization displayed and on the right side of the window, there are several tabs 
where user can adjust various parameters of the simulation and visualization. The parameters are 
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grouped to tabs in the logical manner. At the bottom of the window a status bar is present that 
shows some additional information.

The first tab on the right side of the window is called Basic and user can find there the basic 
parameters of the simulation and visualization. It is possible to turn the simulation on or off and to 
change the time step and the viscosity the simulation is using. Other parameters present on this tab 
will be described in relevant parts of this report.

We enabled the user to resize the window or some parts of GUI. This way he can change the 
aspect ratio of the visualization in such a way that the data cells are not squares. In this situation he 
must take into account the different scales on the X and Y axis. We think that in this case it is not so 
hard and user can have profit from the use of whole screen when the window is maximized.

The simulation is steered as in original skeleton application – by clicking the visualization 
area and dragging the mouse.
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Step 2 – Colour Mapping

The second step after setting up our skeleton application was to transform the possibility to 
use  simple  colour  mapping  from the  provided  basic  skeleton  application  and  to  enhance  this 
functionality a little bit. The simple scalar colour mapping can be turned on by toggling the Smoke 
On/Off button on the Basic tab. All the parameters can be adjusted on the Smoke tab.

The first possibility user has is to choose the type of the colour map to use for the mapping of 
the  scalar  value  to  the  colour.  Possible  values  are  Rainbow (typical  blue  to  red  colour  map), 
Greyscale (black to white colour map) and Red to White colour map. The mapping is done using 
mathematical functions and later colours are interpolated by the graphical tool-kit (texturing and 
texture-coordinate  interpolation  method  is  not  used,  although  it  is  more  precise;  simple 
mathematical functions were enough for our training purposes).

Another possibility for the user is to choose the data set  on which the colour mapping is 
applied. Possibilities are some of the scalar fields obtainable from the simulation. One can choose 
between the Density, Fluid Velocity Magnitude and the Force Field Magnitude.

The types of the colour maps mentioned earlier can all be parametrized in one way. User can 
choose the number of colours that selected type of the colour map contains. As you can see on the 
picture, visualization is drawn using only 11 colours. Change from one colour level to another is 
clearly  visible  by the  human eyes.  The borders  are  not  exactly  sharp,  because  the  colours  are 
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interpolated as mentioned earlier.

The last factor user can change is the way how is the colour map applied to the currently 
selected data set. Default option is to clamp the values lower than given minimum to that minimum 
and similarly for the maximum of the range. Values in between are distributed to the proper colours 
between the border ones. This method allows the user to point out exactly the range of scalar values 
he needs, but is not suitable if user doesn't know anything about the data set. For that case scaling of 
the border values is available. This means that minimum and maximum of the clamping interval are 
determined automatically so that range of colours available in the colour map will be used almost 
whole. I am writing just almost, because the computed minimum and maximum are always taken 
from the previous frame. But because in our case frames doesn't differ so much from each other, 
this method is sufficient.

For user to be able to interpret the colours, he needs to know which scalar value belongs to 
each colour. This is the reason why user can see the colour map legend showing whole range of 
available colours together with the associated scalar values. This legend is always displayed at the 
bottom of the screen.

Colour mapping is the mechanism that is used not only for the simple scalar visualization 
using the “smoke”, but it is used also in the other parts of the program. This means that several 
colour maps with different parameters can be used at once. User can switch between the displayed 
colour legend by clicking on it. On the right side of the status bar, he is always able to see which 
legend is currently displayed. 
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Step 3 – Glyphs

Third step was to transform and enhance the glyphs visualization technique from the basic 
skeleton application. Glyphs can be turned on by the Glyphs On/Off button on the Basic tab and all 
the controlling GUI is on the Glyphs tab. We implemented GUI for various glyphs settings. It offers 
the user three glyph types – hedgehogs, cones and arrows. Hedgehogs are rendered as lines, cones 
are rendered by glutSolidCone function and arrows are rendered as textured quads.

Vector and scalar datasets are selectable from the GUI. For vector dataset the user can pick up 
fluid velocity, force field, gradient of the density and gradient of the velocity magnitude. The user 
can select if he wants to use the glyphs' colour to show some scalar dataset or the direction of the 
vector  field.  We used colour map implemented previously for mapping colours to glyphs.  GUI 
offers all the options for colour map customization.

The user can select number of glyphs placed on X or Y axis. The minimal number of glyphs 
per axis is 2 and the glyphs are then placed on the minimal value of the axis and the maximal value 
of the axis. We assign the data grid for the glyph by nearest neighbour interpolation. More advanced 
interpolation methods were used in later steps. For cones and arrows their base size (respectively 
width) can be changed.

We  implemented  rich  options  for  scaling  the  glyphs  –  more  precisely  for  length 
determination.  The  user  can  set  up  scale  factor,  scale  type  and  scale  method.  The  length  is 
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computed in two steps. The first step is dependent on scale type. For linear scale type the step looks 
like this:

lengthX = vecX * scaleFactor;

lengthY = vecY * scaleFactor;

length = sqrt(lengthX * lengthX + lengthY * lengthY);

Where vecX and vecY is the vector in the place of the glyph or close by. For square scale type 
only first and second line changes to:

lengthX = vecX * vecX * scaleFactor;

lengthY = vecY  * vecY * scaleFactor;

There is a similar change for cubic scale type.

The second step is dependent on the scale method. When the clamping is selected, all the 
glyphs  where  the  length  from previous  step  is  smaller  than  min.  value  (field  in  GUI)  are  not 
rendered  and all  the  glyphs'   lengths  which  are  longer  than maximal  value  (field  in  GUI)  are 
clamped to maximal value. When the scaling is selected all the lengths are spread into the interval 
between min. and max. values. For scaling the maximal and minimal values of the vector field are 
saved from previous frame, although the more precise solution would be to probe the actual vector 
dataset  for  these  values,  but  because  there  are  not  so  rapid  changes  it  does  not  make  a  big 
difference.

As you can see,  we provided the user with rich options for glyph's  length customization, 
because we think it is very important as the visualization can be very messy when the glyphs are too 
long, or it can be useless when the glyphs are just dots. Also the specification of the base size for 
cones and width for arrows is pretty important while sometimes there would be too much occlusion 
for the user.
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Step 4b – Gradient

In the fourth step of the assignment, the glyphs technique created earlier is enhanced to be 
able to display two more vector data sets. These vector data sets are not available directly from the 
simulation, but are computed from the available scalar data sets.

Computation of the gradient is done using the central differences method, so for the gradient 
of the density it holds that:

gradX[index] = (rho[indexRight] - rho[indexLeft]) / 2.0;

gradY[index] = (rho[indexUp] - rho[indexDown]) / 2.0;

Similar  equations are used for  the gradient  of  the fluid velocity  magnitude which is  also 
available to the user to be displayed.

As you see in the equations we need left and right eventually upper and lover value of the 
scalar. This is no problem in the centre of the scalar data field, but on the borders this could cause 
some problems so on the borders we take the the gradient in the proper direction to be 0 as you can 
see on the picture.
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Step 5b – Streamlines

We implemented the streamlines for visualization of velocity vector field. The seed points can 
be easily placed by clicking on the screen after clicking the button Add streamline. Also for easier 
testing we offered the button Set the streamlines to default, which places 16 seed points regularly on 
the  visualization  window.  Seed  points  are  represented  as  big  red  dots.  Seed  points  are  stored 
relatively to data grid – window resize will not affect the position of the seed point. 

User can change the maximal length of the streamline which is in pixels. The dataset only 
indicates which scalar field will be used for colour mapping which is using rainbow colour map and 
scaling method.  The scaling is  computed from the actual  dataset  not the previous one,  so it  is 
precise. We did not provide GUI for changing the parameters of the colour mapping, while it is only 
about putting more widgets on the form (and information provided by the specific colour mapping 
can be obtained using standard colour mapping). That is not hard, but boring and repetitive task as 
we had done it before.

The length of the segment of the streamline is normalized and then scaled to half the size of 
the data grid. As the data cell is not in general a square, we are taking the shortest side as the size of 
the cell. This way the segment cannot skip the data points in the data set and the geometry is not 
complicated  with  too  many  segments.  Tracing  of  the  streamline  ends  when  the  length  of  the 
streamline is bigger than the maximal length set in GUI or when the streamline meets the data grid 
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border.

We used bilinear  interpolation to obtain the “right”  data values in  arbitrary points  in the 
window. As the bilinear interpolation is used in many cases (vector field, scalar data field and in 
later steps), we created separated class which handles all the interpolation computation and is easy 
to use (offers only static methods).
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Step 6b – Slices

The sixth part of the assignment was in some sense completely different than the previous 
steps. Till  that moment we were working with data sets that provided data for two dimensional 
space. Now we had to switch to the three dimensional space and do some visualization there. The 
switching itself consisted of two problems. First, we needed to have a three dimensional data and 
second, we needed our program to be able to display three dimensional visualization.

To solve the first problem, memory for storing frames created in time as a third dimension 
was implemented as suggested using a ring buffer. This ring buffer is of a variable length and user 
can set it's current size on the first tab Basic. There he can choose how many time slices (previously 
generated simulation frames) are stored in the ring buffer. Minimal value is 1 and maximal value is 
100. When we need to draw the time slices into some 3D space, we have to choose not only how 
many of them do we have but also their distance. This can be done on the Slices tab under Z 
Spacing of Slices.

Next we added a capabilities to view visualization of three dimensional data. For this to be 
possible,  we set  up simple lightning,  materials  and a camera.  To enable 3D visualization,  user 
should choose Slices tab on the right side of the window. At that moment, visualization will switch 
itself into the 3D mode. User can see white borders of a data cube in space. View of this cube can 
be altered using a mouse. By clicking and holding the left mouse button while dragging a mouse, 
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user can rotate the data cube around it's centre. By clicking and holding the right mouse button 
while dragging the mouse, user can move the centre of the data cube around the space. Using the 
mouse scroll wheel or by clicking and holding both mouse buttons while dragging the mouse up or 
down, user can zoom in or out. By double-clicking the left mouse button, user can reset the camera 
to the default values. Please note that rotation of the data cube is limited so that we do not have to 
bother with changing the rendering order of the transparent objects. The user can also steer the fluid 
simulation by dragging the mouse while holding left mouse button and shift key. The simulation 
accepts this input the same way as in 2D view, so the position of the camera does not affect this 
function, meaning that the matter will not be necessarily shown in the position of the mouse cursor. 
On the pictures you can see the same data cube from the different angles of view.

When everything for 3D was set  up,  it  was time to construct  the slices simulation itself. 
Attributes of all the visible parts of the time slices are the same as set-up in previous steps. This 
means that if we want to have glyphs in our slices, we simple enable them as described under the 
Glyphs chapter. User needs to be able to see through the parts of the time slices into the volume so 
alpha was introduced.

It is applied according to the suggestions from the exercise, this means that we have a two 
alpha component parts. One is global and is applied to all the parts of the time slices rendered and 
can be set under Slices tab as Alpha Global. This global alpha value is multiplied by local alpha 
value. The local alpha value is obtained from different scalar fields for different parts of the time 
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slices. For example, scalar field that influences local alpha function of the glyphs can be chosen on 
the Slices tab as Alpha Glyphs Ds.. All the scalar data sets that are used to compute some local 
alpha functions are first scaled between the range <0.0; 1.0> (computed across all the time slices). 
Value that is scaled this way is used to compute the local alpha value using the local alpha function. 
User can choose from two different local alpha functions. One is simple linear function and second 
is: 

local_alpha_value = 1 – sqrt(1 – scaled_scalar)

This  second function gives more  transparent  results  than simple linear  function and so it 
emphasizes the higher scalar values.
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Step 7b – Stream Surfaces

As a last step we implemented stream surfaces visualization technique. It is built on top of the 
slices visualization and it is interconnected with it – meaning that we can change the parameters in 
the slices visualization and the stream surface visualization will be influenced by it. This way we 
can  display  full  functionality  of  slices  with  stream  surfaces,  keeping  the  GUI  separated  and 
understandable.  Whole  behaviour  of  the  slices  is  preserved  (camera  movement,  simulation 
steering).  Compared  to  slices,  there  is  a  new  GUI  for  controlling  stream  surfaces  and  the 
visualization of the stream surfaces itself. Stream surfaces visualization has it's own independent Z 
spacing, so it is not affected by the change of the Z spacing in slices. 

We provided simple interface for placement of the sweep curve, which is only a line defined 
by it's start and end point. For their placement,  the sliders are used. Position is relative to data 
volume – meaning that the highest position of the slider is the maximal position in data volume on 
the particular axis. User can place more stream surfaces to the visualization and change position of 
their sweep lines by selecting particular stream surface from the list box.

By adding (placing) the stream surface, the seed points for streamlines are placed regularly 
along  the  sweep  curve.  Then  the  seed  points  are  traced  as  normal  streamline,  but  this  time 
implemented in 3D. The streamlines are traced in parallel – this way we obtain the list of points in 
every step of tracing the streamlines. The step of movement of the streamlines is constant (half of 
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the grid cell size – similarly to streamlines step). We are advancing by four steps, obtaining four 
lists of points. In this moment we have three “stripes” of quads, but we render only the central 
stripe.  Neighbouring stripes  are  necessary for smooth shading,  which we have used.  For  every 
vertex in the quad of the central stripe, we compute normals in all adjacent quads and then we make 
an average of these normals and use them for lighting. The average is not weighted by area or 
anything else, because usually the quads are quite regular. 

The tracing of the particular streamline is stopped, when it meets the border of the volume or 
when  the  maximal  length  is  bigger  than  the  maximal  length  specified  in  the  GUI.  When  the 
streamline is stopped the “column” is not rendered, but other streamlines can advance and create the 
surface – only the particular streamline which would go out of the volume is stopped.

Also when the quad is ready to be rendered it is tested for high divergence. If the side of the 
quad is bigger than value of divergence specified in GUI, the quad is not rendered. This is very 
important feature, otherwise the visualization would be very messy. The impact of the divergence is 
visible in the upper image – there is a small vortex which is totally elsewhere than the rest of the 
stream surface. If we connected the two “columns” together in quads, there would be huge quads 
showing nothing and occluding almost everything.

User can also specify number of seed points used by the sweep line. More points mean more 
precise geometry, but while the dataset is not so big, we can use less points. The seed points are 
shown as red dots so the user have some insight into the complexity of the geometry. We used 
colour  mapping  mechanism implemented  before  –  colour  is  showing  the  density,  the  rainbow 
colour map with clamping technique (from 0.0 to 1.0) is used.

When the number of slices is changed, all the stream surfaces are removed, because the size 
of the data volume has changed and the sweep line would have to be placed again.
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Conclusion

In this report we have described available end-user functionality for the Real-time fluid flow 
simulation and visualization software. The software itself is delivered on the enclosed CD in both 
the binary and the source form. It is written in the way that it can be easily expanded and some 
other features may be added.

The process of creating the software gave us better insight to the topics presented on the 
lectures of the Visualization course and the time spent on this assignment was very valuable. We 
had to face specific problems, which can appear only when the software has to be implemented, not 
when the visualization methods are studied  from books only.  This  way we gained much more 
precise insight into complexity and pitfalls of the visualization methods.

We think that the delivered software is easy to use, even though there is a lot of parameters 
which give the user a lot of possibilities. We believe that it is important for the user to be able to 
tune the visualization as he needs.
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